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ABSTRACT

transversal stirring of concurrent radial flows to
remarkably enhance mixing. The scope of applications
for such a centrifugal, continuous-flow micromixer can
greatly be extended with the availability of a precise
control of the flow rate ratio between the two liquid substreams. We here present a method to seed asymmetric
flow rate ratios by the geometrical asymmetry of the
inlet structure and, in addition, to realize an online
adjustment of the flow rates as well as the course of
mixing
. ..
via the sense and the frequency of rotation.

This paper describes a novel hydrodynamic principle
for online process control of flow rate ratios and mixing
between two concurrent flows in our recently introduced
centrifugal micromixer [1][2]. These flows are contacted
in an asymmetric, planar Y-structure on a rotating disk
and subsequently driven through a common radial
mixing channel. We show that the ratio of the incoming
flow rates is statically seeded by the asymmetry of the
inlets. The ratio can dynamically be adjusted by the
frequency of rotation to realize a feedback process
control. Furthermore, a new mechanism of quasi
instantaneous mixing is activated by the sense of
rotation. The proposed hydrodynamic mechanism is
validated by experiments and simulations.

,

SETUP AND FLOW SCHEME
Our centrifugal micromixing platform consists of a
microstructured disk featuring fluidic channels (Fig. 1)
and a rotating drive unit (e.g. standard lab centrifuge).
The microchannels are fabricated in a polymeric
substrate using standard micro-machining technologies
and sealed by a polymeric cover-foil in a thermal
diffusion bonding process. The flow patterns emerging
during the mixing process at high-speed rotation can be
observed from a top view through the transparent lid as
greyscale pictures using a stroboscopic measurement
setup developed in our lab [12]. The mixing educts are
continuously injected into the rotating reservoirs on top
of the disk by free-jet dispensers. After the flows are
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INTRODUCTION
Chemical micro process engineering which i s also
termed microreaction technology has become a swiftly
emerging branch of microfluidic MEMS within the last
decade [3][4][5J[6][7].The often cited benefits of a
tight control of heat and mass transport are rooted in
increased surface to volume ratios in the micro domain.
Since fast and homogeneous mixing is a pivotal
constituent in chemical process engineering, a lot of
different mixing concepts have been presented in the
past [S][9]. Most of them utilize high aspect ratio
microfluidic structures for the multilamination of
pressure driven laminar flows. This however makes the
fabrication of these mixing devices both complex and
expensive, and it restricts the maximum throughput of a
single mixing unit.
We here pursue an alternative, centrifuge-based
approach to propel the flow through microfluidic
channels. Such centrifugal microfluidic systems have so
far primarily been employed for an integrated
processing of small liquid volumes in a stopped flow
(“batch”) operation mode in analytical applications
[lO][ll]. We recently extended the centrifugal platform
towards
continuous,
high-discharge
reactive
micromixing applications for micro process engineering
[ 1][2). Besides the centrifugal force, we demonstrated
that the immanent Coriolis (pseudo) force induces a
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Fig. 1. Flow scheme of the micromixer. Two educts
are injected in a contact-free fashion into receiving
reservoirs on top of the microstructured disk rotating
with a rotational frequency v. Subsequently, they are
guided through the Y-shaped channel structure, and
merged at a junction point. After passing the mixing
channel, the mixing product is ejected through an
orifice in the side-surface of the disk.
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contacted in a simple Y-structure and driven through the
radial mixing channel, the product is ejected in a free jet
out of the side-surface of the disk. This flow scheme
spares the need for pressure tight fluidic micro-to-macro
interfaces since the liquids are “pumped” by the
centrifugal force F , that is transmitted over the
mechanical interface (disk fitting). Thus, the system can
be split into a very robust and re-usable macro-device
(i.e. rotational driving engine and dispensers), and the
passive and possibly disposable microstructured disks.

Fig. 2. Y-shaped asymmetric mixing structure. Two
educt flows Ol and @ are contacted at a clashing angle
a . The compound outlet flow rate + scales with
the centrifugal force F , vz.The two transversal forces
Fclashand Fc set the hydrodynamics within the junction,
i.e. the flow ratio 0,
/
and the advection-enhanced
mixing (“thumb effect”). While the direction of Fclash is
set by the geometrical asymmetry, the direction of Fc
can be set by the sense of rotation.

WORKING PRINCIPLE

-

Two centrifugally driven inlet fiows @, and
are
joined at a clashing angle a in a planar and asymmetric
Y-structure (Fig. 2 ) . The junction is located at a radial
position of 3 cm followed by a 3 cm long outlet channel
of cross-section Wch x d c h , The asymmetry is summarized
by the geometric coefficient

e

counteract ( v < 0) or support ( v > 0 ) Fclarh. The
compound force F c l a c h + Fthus
~ acts as a frequencyadjustable setscrew to shape the contact surface within
the junction towards elevated v. This, on the one hand,
allows the dynamic adjustment of the flow ratio within
the outlet channel. On the other hand, the transversal
component of Fclnsh+FC
energizes an additional
advective mixing effect right at the junction the socalled “thumb effect” which will be explained i n the
following section.

which depends on the heights h, (i E { 1,2}) of the two
inlets and the lengths Riof the flow resistances (crosssection: wChx &,). The broad upper sections (width:
1 mm, depth: 400 pm) are considered to have a
negligible influence on the flow resistances. In our
experiments,
the
parameters:
h , = 20.5 mm,
h2 = 13.5 mm and R2 = 4.5 mm are kept constant; all
other parameters of the 4 mixing structures are compiled
in Table I .
The radial flow components are chiefly influenced
by the centrifugal force F , - ? (magnified insert in Fig.
2). Hence, the total discharge (outlet flow @, + a-)
is
independent of the sense of rotation, scaling with the
square of the rotational frequency v. The flow rate ratio
(@/
and thus the lateral position of the mutual
interface however are governed by the transversal
resulting force Fclash+
Fc within the junction. The first
constituent Fclash accounts for the deviating hydrostatic
pressure heads across the inlet channels and the soinduced difference i n the kinetic energies of the two sub-

~

EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
We experimentally investigate the two above
described effects, i.e. the dynamic adjustment of the
inlet flow ratio and the additional mixing effect at the
junction point of the two inlets. For this purpose,
stroboscopic gray-scale images of a given radial and
azimuthal region of the spinning disk are recorded at
different frequencies and senses of rotation 1121.
For slow clockwise, rotation e.g. v = -5 Hz in Fig. 3,
the asymmetry (P = 1.5) pushes the interface between
the black (ink-colored water) and transparent (water)
phase towards the shorter inlet channel i.e. to the left
channel wall. As v increases, the Coriolis force Fc
counteracts Fclashto successively equilibrate 0)/@.
Hence, the simulated flow rate ratio approaches towards
unity (from 1.38 at -5 Hz to 1.22 at -35 Hz) [13]. This
frequency dependent adjustment of the ratio becomes
visible in the shift of the liquid interface towards the
center of the channel. However, reversing the sense of
rotation v > 0 (Fig. 3 at v = 35 Hz and Fig. 4) results in
a fundamental different hydrodynamic situation.

a)

streams Dl and @. Fclash
depends on v, sinGY2, and on
direction of the other constituent, the Coriolis
force Fc v is selected by the sign of I/. Fc can either

p. The

-

Table 1. Measured geometry of the mixing structures.
~
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The Coriolis force Fc now supports F & s h to suppress R.
Beyond a critical frequency v,, a new type of lateral
advection is observed within the junction. It is attributed
to the hydrodynamic “thumb” pushed by Fciash+Fc
against the flow
As the parabolic velocity profile is
is forced to escape in a tight jet
peaked in the center,
along the perimeter of the “thumb” where the velocity
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Fig. 3. Flow patterns at the junction for different
rotational frequencies. Increasing I v I in clockwise, i.e.
negative sense of spinning, lets the Coriolis force Fc
successively neutralize Fclash.
This shifts the liquid
/ @ towards
interface towards the center and hence 0,
unity (numerical values obtained from simulations
[ 131). For counter-clockwise (positive) spinning, Fcla,h
and Fc are parallel, inducing an “instantaneous”
advection attributed to the “thumb effect”.

perpendicular force F,,,, + F,

0.0

1.49

Fig. 5. The overall outlet flow rate 0,
+ through
the radial mixing channel has been simulated (d
j and
measured (v) for two different asymmetric structures
(/= 0.55 and j= 1.5, both at a = 63”). The flow rates
arc independent of the sense of rotation and scale with
the square of the frequency v. This is in good
agreement to the theory of centrifugal driven flows.
dependent counterforce Fc is minimum (Fig. 4, right).
This initial jet injection appreciably accelerates mixing
prior to the recently described, continuous “stirring”
along the outlet [2]. The critical frequency vc above
which this effect can be observed depends on the
clashing angle a o f the two inlet channels. With growing
angles a the flow vectors of the two sub-streams are
increasingly directed against each other, leading to
higher clashing forces FClnsh.
Consequently, the thumb
effect already occurs at reduced rotational frequencies.
Furthermore, towards wider clashing angles, the fluid
sub-streams have to pass through smaller bending radii,
thus causing an additional centrifugal force at the
junction. This centrifugal force is more pronounced
within the faster sub-stream and thus possibly likewise
assisting the thumb effect.
The flow rates @, and R, respectively, have been
measured by observing the change in time of the liquid
level in the receiving reservoirs during rotation.
According to the previous arguments, the overall
outflow rate 0,
constitutes a nearly symmetric
function in F , - y 2 (Fig. 5). In addition, this discharge
rate is influenced by the length (R,)and the cross-section
(wch x dch)of the inlets, governing the overall resistance
of the Y-structure. Extraordinarily high volume
throughputs are obtained towards higher frequencies of
rotation (e.g. 0.6 ml / s at 60 Hzj. This demonstrates
the amenability of the centrifuga1 micromixing platform
for production-scale applications as a generic “spoke
wheel” parallelization scheme of the channels would
allow to multiply the throughput per channel by a factor
of about 1DO per disk.

+a

.

CFD simulation 131

Fig. 4. Investigation of the “thumb effect”. For v > 0,
Fclashis parallel to Fc. The perpendicular force
F c l a r h + F c thus rapidly increases with
v and the
clashing angle r ~ .Due to its velocity-dependence, Fc is
peaked in the center of the channel. A .‘thumb” is
formed to squeeze down @, Above a critical frequency
v,, this “thumb” constrains
to inject a tight jet
through a slit along the channel wall, thus boosting
lateral advection in the intersection.

-
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Fig. 6. The ratio of the inlet flow rates
/ #$ is
adjusted between 0.7 and 1.4 (Id<60 Hz) by the static
geometrical coefficient p (both at a=63”). It can be
tuned dynamically via the frequency of rotation v. The
experiments ( 7 ) become increasingly unstable and
(-) towards small ,f3 < 1,
deviate from the s~mulat~ons
The geometric coefficient p sets the base value for the
/a(Fig. 6) at the “virtual-zero’’
inlet flow ratio 0,
frequency of rotation (i.e. 0 Hz). That is because all the
effects that cause a shift of the liquid interface at the
junction depend on the sense and the frequency of
rotation and are consequently switched-off at this
“virtual” situation. However, this static burned-in flow
rate ratio can dynamically be adjusted by the frequency
and the sense of rotation allowing an online control of
mixing during the continuous process.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have investigated a novel method for passive and
active control of flow rates, flow rate ratios and mixing
in centrifugal microreaction technology. The method is
of paramount interest for typical process conditions, e.g.
in presence of non-uniform viscosities and educt flow
rates. The option for an online adjustment with an
optical feedback system also facilitates the
compensation of real-world artifacts, e.g. the evolution
of plaque on the channel walls.
We plan to extend our micromixing platform by
additional features like temperature control towards
intermediate scale chemical process engineering.
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